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About This Game

The Silence Outside is a First Person Stealth Mystery game with high replayability designed to be played multiple times to
experience the full depth of the game. In addition to the main story mode a separate challenge mode pits the player against an

expanding variety of small gameplay focussed challenges with the ability to unlock additional bonus content for fun and
experimentation.

EARLY ACCESS
The Silence Outside is an Early Access game, and the developers first game, which should be bore in mind when judging the

game. Additionally the insight offered by people playing it during this period is invaluable.

Story Mode (Available 2018)
-You play as a freshly hired maintenance engineer thrust into the middle of a catastrophic power failure and caught between the
competing interests of those on board. The game takes place over a two hour period which executes in real time. It is designed

to have very high replayability to encourage players to explore the limits of the game world and uncover the story through
multiple playthroughs and it features many different endings.

-After the player has finished the story mode once they gain access to a host of options for altering the gameplay within the man
story mode. These can be as simple as increasing the enemies perception range , as complex as randomising the location of in
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game items or as comical as having everyone speak in high pitched voices.

Challenge Mode
Each challenge sets up a unique gameplay challenge which can be played over and over to net a higher score and in game

rewards such as more options for the story mode modifications.
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Title: The Silence Outside
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
New Horizon Productions
Publisher:
New Horizon Productions
Release Date: 27 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 4th generation i5 or AMD equivilent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 560

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 15 GB available space

English
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Wait itself reloading...

YOU DEAD.. I mean you have to give me credit. I bought the game and idle for 6 minutes just to leave a negative review for
this low effort PUBG clone game. Refunding now.. if you love john wick and you want to be like him, get this game it's 11\/10
the best game ever, don't wait for sale full price is just SEXY oOoOOo there is TTT mode Zombie mode (cool and terrifying)
and more it's just a dream game it's just like csgo like i just want to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665so hard cause how
frekaing good this game is it's like porn but BETTER. memek kaget bgst. A classic board game with working versus AI, local,
and online multiplayer. I've had good fun playing friends online across the country aside from the occasional crash. UI is really
ugly and is only servicable. Get it when it's on sale and make sure its a 2-pack so you can actually play with someone since
online is dead.. Hey Sega, I bought this silly DLC to show my support for the Shenmue franchise. Give us a new game. Test the
waters with a downloadable HD re-release of the first two if you want. One way or another, please make some moves or sell the
rights to someone who will (Yu Suzuki).. mildly entertaining.
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My 4 year old loves it. Game has great style, easy to understand controls.. juste un test. I am going to join in with similar
complains given by a lot of other reviews: The ending is bad, like, really really bad. The game advertises that it doesn't hold your
hand, that you have to find out everything all on your own, but then... once you reach the end of the game, it literally just drops
comically damning evidence directly into your lap including a complete confession by the killer which they recorded... for some
unknown reason.

And then to top it all off, this slow, gentle, introspective exploration game ends with an incredibly clumsy and poorly designed
chase sequence where you're suddenly being attacked by the killer. Then the game has the gall to ask you to come to your
conclusions "Who was the killer?" it asks you to decide. "Well gee, I suppose the killer was probably the one who tried to kill
me immediately after telling me that that they did it."

And I'm not even going to get into the ghost nonsense that comes into play.

Look, it was an interesting couple of hours, but the ending was so crude and patronizing that it felt like the devs thought I was an
idiot who couldn't actually come to the correct conclusions on my own. I just honestly can't recommend it.. I have been
searching for a game like Slicks 'n Slide for years now, and this is as close as any has gotten.

The controls are fine. You can choose between the sensible default 'Relative' controls (thrust, brake, turn left, turn right) and
'Absolute' (accelerates you in the direction being pressed) which... would probably take some getting used to.

The handling feels a little wooden. I would've liked some more sliding around corners, but it still takes some skill to get around the
tracks fast.

The tracks are fine. More would be welcome, of course, but none of them are awful or anything. Rather a handful of decent tracks
than hundreds of filler.

The camera, like the controls, can be set from 'Dynamic' which zooms in on the action, to 'Static' which shows the entire track on
screen. Just like good ol' Slicks 'n Slide

Online play is available, but honestly, I got it for local multiplayer and for that purpose this game is more than worth it. While you
can't define your keys (like in Slicks 'n Slide) at least it allows two players to use the keyboard.. Well for accuracy and for someone
who works for South West Trains when the 442's was used.
The sounds once again are not very good they seem recycled from older slam door stock or 455 on TS and they cut out when
coasting which is in no way realistic.
The driver cabs doors slide open they dont function like the other doors on the train that come out and rest to the side.
The interior is still in SWT colours including the sea like wallpaper which is good and will help when a SWT reskin is available but
its not good if its portraying Gatiwck express which is actually purple and burgandy red seats (which are not the same as the SWT
colours).
Also another thing that really bugs me is that there is no guards bell and there is no way you can sound a bell as the button dosent
work.

The model of this train is amazing it truly is but once again its let down by the same flaws that plague other DLC for TS.
. Beat all my expectations, and I expected quite a lot given the reviews. The story is incredible, leaving you feeling very attached to
its cast of characters. The price is a touch much for the amount of time it takes to beat the game, though in fairness I'm not a
completionist. I enjoyed the story and didnt stray looking for achievments.

An honest 9\/10 story with 8\/10 gameplay which is simple yet effective.

Couldnt recommend it more <3. A fun, but fairly easy little Diablo 1 knock-off with some decent QoL improvements. The storyline
is incredibly simple as is the gameplay, but it has its charming little nuances, such as feeding your pet various fish to transform it ( '
:. This game could have been decent, at the very least.
However... it was simply unplayable. Nothing worked.
Everything about it is subpar with the exception of the story, which seemed alright.. Big Cheese is the first tiny DLC. One skin, one
building, one mission, one map, yay. Oh, and unlike Tropico 4, one music track too. Here we go again. This time it's all about
cheese.
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And this is we got for pre-ordering Tropico 5. Should have knew better what kind of the first DLC it would be.

Mission is pretty nice. Aside from promoting Tropican cheeseyness it also locks you up in Colonian era, you can't advance. It's
actually an interesting challenge. While you don't have to think of supporting revolutioners as much, they can also sometimes get
angry. At least I got some "cmon cmon!" moments when I was waiting for next ship to come so I could complete The Crown's
mission as my mandate time was running out, suspecting that I should have build another dock. So I am amused.

And then there is Cheese industrial building. It makes cheese out of milk that is produced by goats and cattle ranches, not goats and
llamas as store info hints. It may not look much, but main point of it is that it's available during Colonial era, where the only other
industry building is Lumber Mill, the planks that it produced being a mid-step between logs and furniture anyway. So it got it's use,
yep. Even though I am not sure you are supposed to make lots of money at Colonial era.
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